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Introduction

Evaluation in vocational and other, complementary forms of education
society.
has changed over time just as have othex aspects of the American
there are
There are as many proponents of differing forms of evaluation as
advocate
differing definitions of evaluation. It is not my purpose here to
discuss
issues
one form of evaluation over another; it is my purpose to
vocational
which, in my judgment, transcend evaluation of performance in
education.
of
However, for the purposes of this paper, I must use a definition
evaluation--just
a
definition
of
It is not the definition of
evaluation.
decision-makers
with
evaluation: Evaluation is the process of furnishing
information about an entity or state of affairs which decision-makers can
This
use to judge the worth or value of the entity or state of affairs.
and
it
sets
definition is, in a sense, a policy statement about evaluation,
the parameters within which I shall operate. Some assumptions underlie
shall explore
this definition, and it is within this definition that we
some issues regarding evaluation in vocational education.

what an
Before we discuss issues, we should have some common ground on
issue is the difference between
issue is. For the purposes of this paper, an
the use of only
"what is" and "what ought to be" that cannot be reconciled by
value
question,
the
empirical or factual means. An issue is essentially a
Thus,
the
answer to which depends on the values of each decision-maker.
obviissues discussed herein concerning evaluation in vocational education
listed
here
in
ously reflect my own values. The issues to be discussed are
order of presentation:
1.

2.
3.

4.

Time and Performance
Evaluati)n of Outputs and/or Outcomes
Evaluation of Efficiency and Effectiveness
Policy Evaluation

Again, it should be noted that the following discussion is not aimed
readers' values.
at providing answers. Answers to issues depend upon the
You must help to decide the answers.

Time and Performance

Cr)

v)

(Nol

--"5)N

)1)

Q:)

perforThe first issue deals wita the relative importance of time and
in
an
occupational
mance in assessing the ability of students to perform
quantifiable methods of evaluasituation. Presently, there are three main
(1)
hours completed, (2) the use of
ting students of vocational education:
of
criterion-referenced
tests. Time
norm-referenced tests, and (3) the use
the progress
variable
of
interest
in
gauging
has traditionally been the major
performance.
anceptable
level
of
occupational
of students toward reaching an
ReApprenticeships, for example, use primarily time-referenced criteria.
is
at
the
beginning
of
training,
gardless of how proficient the apprentice
As another example, many
the length of the training period seldom varies.
number
of
hours
of instruction as
vocational-technical schools quote the
evidence of achieved performance.
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An alternative to the time variable is the performance variable, but
even here a significant issue of absolute standards versus relative standards has developed during the past decade. Norm-referenced tests basically
advocate relative standards--the relative performance of student X in relation to his or her peers. Ia recent years, the relative standard has been
questioned and is beginning to be supplanted by the absolute standard, which
has given rise to the criterion-referenced test. Which of these is most
accurate? For evaluating what? As a means of contrasting these methods, I
will discuss hours completed first and then compare the usage of criterionreferenced and norm-referenced tests.
The history of the use of the number of hours completed in learning as
a means of evaluating competencies goes back at least to the guild system.
This usage was formally institutionalized in the United States more than
50 years ago, about 1916, and has since been referred to as use of the
Carnegie unit. Use of the Carnegie unit for evaluative purposes of competencies carries with it at least_one assumption--specifically, that the number
of hours completed while working on becoming competent represents a valid indicator of achieved competency. Whether or not this assumption is correct
and the degree to which it may be correct are questions that vocational educators must explore. In some labor apprenticeship programs, completion of a
certain number of hours changes a person from an apprentice into a journeyman.
For example, some plumbers' unions require six years of apprenticeship before
an apprentice becomes a journeyman. This length of time is supposed to
assure highly developed competencies; perhaps more significantly, this also
helps to assure higher plumbers' wages because fewer people have access to
We may
The same principle holds true in education.
the occupational field.
find that many diplomas at all education levels are given primarily as certificates of hours completed. Since many teaching fields are becoming overcrowded, another year of education may be added to the present four-year
baccalaureate requirement. This extra year might both improve teacher competencies and alleviate some of the overcrowding problems. The more overloaded the occupational area is (or the more desire there is for higher wages),
the more hours may be required in order to qualify for work in that area. If
an occupational field becomes too overcrowded, wages may decrease because
buyers of competencies have more people from whom to select and can bargain
down the price of competency. According to one study, the real monetary
value of a college education decreased by eleven per cent between 1969 and
1975 (Freeman and Holloman, 1975).
If, however, total hours completed in a field may not validate competency development in that field, the number of hours completed may have a
purnose beyond the evaluative purpose we commonly. use. If the prime goal
of using total hours completed is controlling the job market supply, then
how can we realistically evaluate students as if tctal hours primarily indicated competency? This use of hours completed as an evaluative tool may
be analogous tc using a sledge hammer to evaluate how easily different kinds
of tacks can be driven into wood. Some tacks may go in more easily than
others when hit by a sledge hammer, but what realistic carpenter would use
a sledge hammer to drive tacks into wood? The carpenter would use a sledge
hammer if the choice were between the sledge hammer and his hand, but not
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tack hammer. Corresponif the choice were between a sledge hammer and a
methods
dingly, each evaluator needs to find out if there are evaluative
tack
hammers
that more closely resemble the precision gained in the use of
for driving tacks.
students'
Two methods whose use should be more accurate for judging
performance than the use of hours completed are (1) criterion-referenced
the uses
tests and (2) norm-referenced tests. Chart A is a comparison of
of criterion-referenced and norm-referenced tests.

CHART A
A Contrast Between Relevant Aspects of Criterion-Referenced
Tests and Norm-Referenced Tests

Aspects of Criterion-Referenced Tests
1.

-2.

3.

4.

Aspects of Norm-Referenced Tests

[Evaluate] the content of behavioral repertory (Glaser, 1963).

1.

[Evaluate] if one student is
more or less proficient than
another (Glaser, 1963).

[Evaluate] the correspondence between what an individual does and
the underlying continuum of
achievement (Glaser, 1963).

2.

Do not tell how proficient
students are with respect to
the subject matter tasks involved (Glaser, 1963).

Used to evaluate an individual's
status with respect to some criterion, i.e., performance standard (Popham and Husek, 1969).

3.

Used to evaluate an individual's performance in relation
to the performance of other
individuals on the same measuring device (Popham and
Husek, 1969).

Used to make decisions about individuals and treatments, e.g., instructional sequences (Shoemaker,

4.

1971).

5.

Use item analysis which discriminates between pre- and posttest
groups and seems appropriate
(Cox, 1970).

5.

Used to make decisions about
comparisons between individuals, e.g., situations requiring selectivity (Popham and
Husek, 1969).

Use item analysis which selects
items that maximize differences
among individuals and seems
appropriate, e.g., the concept
of discrimination (Cox and Vargas, 1966).

6.

Related closely to the development
of individualized instruction and
testing (Davis, 1972).

6.

Related closely to the development of group instruction and
testing.
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7.

Not designed to produce a wide
range of scores.

7.

Designed to produce a wide
range of scores (Klein and
Kosecoff).

8.

Content validity is overriding
(Gagne, 1969).

8.

Predictive validity is overriding (Gagne, 1969).

9.

Student competes with present
criteria and his own past
record (Thorndike, 1913).

9.

Student competes with other
students.

10.

Scores indicate specific behaviors that the individual masters
or does not master, without regard to other individuals (Cox
and Vargas, 1967).

10.

Scores indicate the relative
standing of an itdividual in a
group (Popham and Husek, 1969).

11.

Utility comes from the meaningfulness and usefulness the information has for formulating
instructional sequences (Shoemaker, 1971).

11.

Utility comes from convenience
of handling test score data,
equality of units, the equating
of forms, and comparing individual scores on the forms
(Angoff, 1962).

12.

Emphasis is on an abp.olute level
of performance (Klein arld Kosecoff).

12.

Emphasis is on a relative level
of performance (Klein and Kosecoff).

Some limitations of these two methods follow: For evaluative purposes
criterion-referenced tests aid in determining the degree of student accomplishment with respect to some criteria. Using only criterion-referenced
scores, one does not compare one student with others. For example, if one
were trying to determine how competent a person is in a skill area, then a
criterion-referenced test would seem appropriate to use. However, if one
wanted to compare student scores with those of others, then one would use
norm-referenced tests. In my opinion, criterion-referenced tests are more
appropriate for evaluating vocational education students than are normreferenced tests, for the following reasons.
More and more, questions are being raised about which groups normreferenced tests are normed for. Most questions are being raised about
valid uses of I.Q. tests. For example, many schools use I.Q. tests to determine mental retardation. Recently, a California hospital compared over a
five-year period the incidence of children who were mentally retarded in the
community with those so labeled in schools in the community. They found that
based on norm-referenced I.Q. tests, 1007 more blacks and 3007 more Chicanos
were classified as mentally retarded in the schools than were in the community population (Mercer, 1976).

6
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Three logical conclusions come to mind as to why there were such gross
(1) the tests were misused by
mistakes made in classifying these students:
teachers and counselors; (2) the tests were not normed to include a true
both were
representation of black and/or Chicano norms; or (3) the tests
misused and had been invalidly normed.
In my judgment, one of the reasons norm-referenced tests are invalidly
(See
normed is the use of item analysis in validation of referenced tests.
norm-referenced
tests,
the
To use item analysis to validate
#5 on Chart A.)
be
representest developer gathers some questions that experts consider to
tative of whatever the test cov-ars. Then he gives these questions to
Upon
(ideally) a random sample of the population represented by the test.
50%
scoring the answers, the test-maker divides the scores into an upper
rewrites the questions that
and a lower 50%. He then either throws out or
did the students in
more students in the lower 50% answered correctly than
the upper 50%.
consistently
We are beginning to realize that certain advantaged groups
less
advantaged
score higher on typical norm-referenced tests than do other,
The groups who tend to score higher are, at a minimum, the groups
groups.
for whom the tests were truly normed.

If, in these tests, questions are purposefully included because they
while other questions are
are easier for some groups to answer correctly,
correctthrown out purposefully which are easier for other groups to answer
educators
need
to
understand
this
fact
ly, then I suggest that vocational
and how it can affect vocational educators and their students.
If the use of norm-referenced tests gives an abnormal picture of some
students, how can vocational educators accurately individualize the instrucleast one state
tion of these students? This problem is so serious that at
One of
(Newsweek,
March
22,
1976).
has outlawed the use of group I.Q. tescs
for people
that
group
I.Q.
tests
are
normed
the reasons for this problem is
low in
who are competent in reading. If a person who takes these tests is
chance
of
being
mislabeled
as
having
a
reading skill, then he stands a good
merely
as
needing
to
gain
reading
comlow I.Q., instead of being classified
How many students are being misclassified (and, therefore, mispetency.
educataught) in all of education? Do not the constituents of vocational
We
need
to
know
how
many
are
tion many times lack reading competencies?
norm-referenced
tests--we
need
to
misclassified because of the use of all
but
also
their
misuses.
know not only the uses of norm-referenced tests,
Criterion-referenced tests do not have the problems with norm validation that are prevalent in norm-referenced tests (Chart A). Valid criteria
are the problem with criterion-referenced tests. What criteria are valid
to use to ascertain what accomplishment? For example, in vocational education, these criteria may range from'easily judged criteria such as typing
If one of
speed to difficult to judge criteria such as ability to sell.
vocational education's missions is to aid students in learning salable
skills, then salable skills are some criv.eria or performance standards to
use in vocational education criterion-referenced tests.

7
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A problem does arise with criterion-referenced tests concerning the
assumption of the validity of the criteria. Are the criteria used in such
d on their "salability,-"
tests valid ones? For instance, if criteria are b
how does one determine if they are salable? This kind of validity is diffiOne of the ways to determine if performance standards are salable is
cult.
to compare them with skills that have been sold. For a better explanation
of criterion validity in vocational education, examine the method that the
Vocational-Technical Education Consortium of the States uses. Suffice it
to say that criterion validity is difficult to achieve.
In summary, if the mission of voc,tional education is to help provide
students with salable skills, then of the three available methods of evaluating vocational education outputs, criterion-referenced tests seem to be
most adequate.

Evaluation of Outputs and/or Outcomes
The issue here is whether or not vocational education can realistically
be evaluated based on both outputs ane. outcomes, either outputs or outcomes,
or neither outputs nor outcomes. For comparative purposes, I shall first
discuss outputs, then outcomes, and then compare the uses of the two.
I refer to output as a product of vocational education--a person who
Each output of vocational education
comes out of vocational education.
takes with him or her competencies in dealing with data, people, and things.
One can (and some do) argue that the skills learned by the person make up
the output of vocational education; they argue that output refers to skills
or competencies rather than to people. Admittedly, life would-bc simpler
for all educators if skills could be easily separated from the people who
possess them. However, individuals' attitudes and abilities may affect
their competency development more so than can vocational education. Also,
other courses'in school affect student attitudes and abilities and, therefore, affeCt student competencies. Innumerable other factors also affect
student competencies--for example, Chart B, meant to be by no means inclusive, shows some of the inter.2lationships of factors that affect competencies.

If thz! relationships in Chart B are even slightly representative of
reality, we can see the difficulties of validity separating some competencies from others, and comvtencies from persons, and persons from their
environment. If the various factors shown in Chart B do affect and are
affected by each other, Chen how can we evaluate one factor without taking
into account other factors? For example, what if students in vocational
education have very high reading aptitudes, and other students do not? If
this should be so, vocational education students have the possibility of
developing more competencies that depend an reading than do the other stuSuppose we evaluate these outputs of vocational education in terms
dents.
of reading-dependent competencies. Can we realistically state that the
reason for which a person in vocational education has developed these reading competencies is solely his vocational education? Of course not. Thus,
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CHART B

Interrelationships of Some Factors Which Affect Competencies

Student attitudes + student aptitudes(

>* student competencies**

Teacher, attitudes + teacher apti%udes<

> teacher competencies

school competencies

School Attitudes + school aptitudes

Occupational attitudes + occunational aptitudesE4occupational competencies
4
4,

$

T

Business attitudes + business aptitudes <
1

> business competencies
$

t

> social competencies

Social attitudes + social aptitudes -,-

Political attitudes + political aptitudes
Economic attitudes + economic aptitudes <

political competencies

> economic competencies

*<------> means "affect and are affected by."

**Competency means "data skills + people skills + things skills."

the question should be: What part can vocational education pla3, in the development of competencies, given that other factors also affect coml. -sncy
development? In essence, we need to ask, "For what influences on competency
development can vocational education be held responsible, given other influences on students?"

Competencies are composed of skills--skills in regard to data, people,
and things. When talking about skills, some peopL., automatically assume that
an and will be sold in
vocational skills mean salable skills, skills the
T question this assumption. First, there is a difference
the job market.
between "can be sold" and "will be sold." Skills that "can be sold" apply
to the skills (some of which can be leard in vocational education) which
contribute to occupational competencies. One can determine skills that can
be sold through comparing these skills with those used in the job market.
However, if one refers to skills that "will be sold," one is referring not
only *o effects of vocational education but also to effects of other factors, including t-ae job market.. The job market itself is a prime determinant
I assume that vocational edycators can significantly
of what will be sold.
affect vocational education--sometimes. not to the degree desired, but they
However, I contend that vocational educacan affect vocational education.
tors cannot really affect the ;ob market. We need not delude ourselves into
believing that we can. There are some references in the literature which
state that one purpose of vocational education is to reduce unemployment
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thcough correlating occupational competencies with employment opportunities.
This purpose is fallacious, for the following reasons.
In a competitive economy, when employment goes up in one area, it may
go down in another. According to governmental policy, full employment is
(If the job market goes below 4% unemployment,
fined as.4% unemployment.
problems supposedly are created by inflation.) Unemployment, thus, is used
as an economic tool by government and business to keep inflation down. At
present, also suppoi;edly because of inflation, the official national uneulployment rate is above 77g. It would thus s,.tem that if the main way to increase employmeat is to reduce inflation, then the main way to reduce unemCan vocational education do that?
ployment is to reduce inflation.
If there were zero per cent unemployment, then the job market would be
able to create demand for all the outputs of vocational and other education.
Every person would have a skill that could be and, if desired, woule: be sold.
Presently, with at least 7% unemployment (which is a conservativs figure),
Using
the national job market is, at best, only 93% of Its potential oi7.e,
the size of the job market as a factor in determining skill s;.Ae.:ility, the
average person has a maximum employment potential of 92,%. In some areas this
potential is even less; unemplo7ment is much higher and employment potential
based on job market size is much lower. It seems, then, that the true
salability of skills depends not only an occupational competencies but also,
at a minimum, on employment potential--the potential to sell skills in the
job market.

Additionally, other factors not related to occupational competency significantly interfere with the ability of vocational education outputs to
sell their skills in the job market. Some recent studies conclude that factors other than occupational competency and the size of the job market may
be deciding factors in hiring and promotion. These factors range from race
and sex to church attendance (Quinn et al., 19(8). Which of these outside
factors can vocational education influence? On which of them can vocational
education be validly evaluated? Any? Some? None? We need to find out.
Within this discussion I have been functioning under two assumptions
(I) no entity should be evaluate,/ on somewhich now need tO be made known:
thing over which iv has neither authority nor influeuce, and (2) an entity
should be evaluated to the degree to which it has authority and influence.
Can vocational education exert any significant authority and influenc..2 over
how well its outputs can sell their skills in the job market? If so.
We can affect the competency of our students; but if one accepts the earlier
description of other factors affecting competency development as well, one
realizes that many factors other than vocational training (such as reading
ability) affect competencies as well as the degree to which occupational
competencies compare with those already in the job market. If we accept
the conclusions of recent studies, we realize that occupational competency
may not be the deciding factor in hiring and promotion.
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Thus, we come to the issue of outcomes. "Outcomes" here refers to the
interaction of vocational education's products with the environment, especially with that part of the environment containing jobs. To what degree can
vocational education influence the outcomes of its products, be they graduinfluates, dropouts, or pushouts? To what extent can vocational education
ence hiring (placement) and promotion? If we can have authority over and
can influence hiring and promotion, then we should be evaluated on these
However, we also would need to evaluate the degree to which we
outcomes.
for 16-19can affect these outcomes. For example, if the unemployment rate
this
job
market
for
only 80%
year-olds in one area is 20%, there is room in
If our outputs in this job market
uf those 16-19-year-olds seeking jobs.
area are 16 to.19 years old, and if they are typical of that age group, can
we provide them all with fAcills that can be solcl? Given our true authority
and influence, can we provide them with skins that transcend the other factors which authority and influence perhaps greater than that of vocational
education?

Ideally, if the job market were large enough and if people were hired
theoretically,
and promoted based only on their occupational competencies
at least, vocational education could be evaluate0 somewhat more realistically
Until, however, factors other than
regarding the outcomes of its products.
vocational
education are taken into
the limited authority and influence of
education's
outputs and outcomes
consideration, the evaluation of vocational
will continue to be unrealistic.
We have before us a goal: To determine what vocational education is
being evaluated on and what vocational education should be evaluated on,
and then to determine what vocational education can validly be evaluated on.
When we go somewhere, we need to know not only where we are and where we
should go, but also where we can go, given other limiting factors.

EvaluLtion of Efficiency and Effectiveness

The issue to be discussed here is adequacy of evaluating organizational
efficiency and effectiveness; that is, whether evaluation of only the efficiency and effectiveness of an organization constitutes adequate evaluation.
Wit;:in near history, the two basic evaluation frameworks have been
efficiency and effectiveness. When one looks at an organization through
the fraalework of efficiency, he is comparing how much goes into the organizatioa (input) versus how much comes out (output). For example, one might
compare how much money goes into producing a good or a service versus how
much money comes out of selling the good or service. If theoutput is
greater than the input, profit results; if input is greater than output, a
loss results. The ideal of efficiency is to have the least going in and the
most coming out.

Effectiveness is complementary to efficiency. Effectiveness refers to
how much the organization actually accomplishes versus how much the organization wants to accomplish. That is, effectiveness refers to the degree to
which organizational goals are attained.
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For business and industry, the evaluation of efficiency has been
basically simple. hll other things being equal, the efficiency of business
and industry can be judged by comparing the amount received with the amount
In other words, business and industry can use monetary profits or
spent.
losses as a criterion of efficiency, and increased efficiency should yield
increased profits. Effectiveness, however, has played second fiddle to
It has usually been assumed that the only goal of business is
efficiency;
To what degree has the
to make profits, so the question has largely been:
business organization attained its profit goal? But, as you can see, if one
looks at any organization in terms of efficiency and effectiveness only in
terms of profits, one is placing blinders on himself about other possible
social, political, and economic effects of the organization.
Adequate evaluation oi efficiency in vocatioual education is nearly
impossible. This approach to evaluation, usually termed cost-benefit evaluaticin, has the following limitations.
Evaluators cannot gauge very accurately the money that goes through
the vocational education system. There is also little evidence that other
inputs to vocational educetion--students, teachers, time, etc.--can be meaLikewise, at the other end of the vocational education
sured accurately.
system, what outputs can be accurately gauged which can be reliably compared
with inputs? Money? Number of students? Competencies? Further, what
quantities or qualities of vocational education's outputs can be realistically
judged to be a product of the vocational education system and not of other
outside influences (if only socioeconamic level)?
Let's use "students-in" compared with "students-out" as a measure of
efficiency. The most efficient vocational education organization is the one
which takes in X number of students at one end of the system and exits the
same number at the other end. There are many ways to fake or guarantee efficiency based or numbers of students. One is to take in only those students
"Appropriate" entrance requirewho have a high potential for graduating
ments can be set so a: to admit, only guaranteed graduates. Another is to
guarantec a diploma to every stu6ent, regardless of what the siudent acr.omplishes.
Vocational education cannot even attempt
But we must consiier reality.
to take in only guaranteed students. Only such schools as M.I.T. may afford
this luxury. Taking into consideration the constituents of vocational education who need help the most, such a practice would, in fact, be not only
unlawful in some cases, but probably unethical in the majority of cases.
Thus, criteria upon which to evaluat.:: efficiency include nct only the
number and types of students, but also, at least, the context of these inputs and the means by which individuals are processed through the organizaContext, inputs, and processes also affect and are affected by what
tion.
an organization wishes to accomplish. For example, one of M.I.T.'s goals
e top 5% of all
may realistically be to produce engineers who place in
who take a national professional engineering exam. Their efficiency and
the degree to which they accomplish their goal depend on context, input,
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equipment, qualified students,
and processes. If they do not hPve sufficient
reaching
and sound teaching ?rocedures, they probably will have difficulty
their respective goals.
education;
We have come to the evaluation of effectiveness in vocational
The
closer
an
that is, the degree to which desired goals are accomplished.
evaluated
as
organization comes to reaching its goals, the more it will be
to
But what if the only goal of the organization is merely
being effective.
it
is
an
then, based on its goal,
exist? If the organization does exist,
This
organization
performed well enough to exist,
effective organization.
but is existence enough?

should be examined
In order to determine if goals are sufficient, goals
into the orwith regard to the existing context of the organization, inputs
The
minimum
goal of any
ganization, and processes used by the organization.
Che conkind of organization is, of course, to e-ist; but, when considering
goal
cannot
reasontext, inputs, and processes of vocational education, its
ably be to place students in the top 5% on a national engineering exam.
extremes.
Vocational education's goals are obviously somewhere between the two
effectiveness
will
If the goals are not realistic, then the evaluation of
representation
not, or rather cannot, be realistic. Following is a pictorial
evaluation:
of the convergence of realistic goals with contemporary

A
B
AB
B-AB

=
=
=
=

realistic goals
contemporary evaluation
contemporary evaluation with realistic goals
contemporary evaluation without realistic goals

Policy Evaluation
"a
Policy is defined in Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary as
in
definite course or method of action selected from among alternatives and
light of given conditions to guide and determine present and future decithe persons who occupy positions
sions." Policy thus encompasses more than
People
and
positions
sometimes
change rapidly. Policy
in an organization.
and
is a more constant and consistent link between an organization's past
positions.
present and between its present and future than are people and
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There are both written and unwritten policies. Unwritten policies may
be analogous to norms of an organization--norms which influence present and
future decisions. Written policy expresses authoritative norms in writing,
as well as setting parameters for what other norms should be. In order to
he authoritative, the written policy of an organization should fall within
the zones of acceptance of the organization's constituencies. Policy as a
communication of authority. However, Chester Barnard hypothesizes that
(Barnard, 1968):
a [policy3 will be authoritative only if it,possesses the fol-

lowing characteristics:

(a) the person to whom it is addressed can and does understand it;
(b) he believes it to be compatible with the purposes of the organization and his personal interests as a whole;
(c) he is physically and mentally a",le to comply.
Good policy is diffused throughout the organization and applies to all
within the organization. Therefore, policy statements are not specific instructions for specific individuals. According to David Bell (1975),
Explicit instructions

.

.

. have two liabilities:

(a) they outline by implication what poeple do not have to do;
(b) they apply only to those to whom they are specifically sent,
thereby relieving nonrecipients of the responsibility of
compliance.

Written policy is an aid to the evaluator; he can know more generally
what he should evaluate and can put the evaluation into a more realistic
conLext than he could if he had only unwritten norms to use. However, in
many cases, the more that norms are understood and accepted (or the more
that authority is absolute), the less there is of written policy. Unwritten policy has utility to persons in positions of authority. If there
is only unwritten.policy about an area, the persons in authority will be
the only ones who "know" ultimate answers. If one cannot refer to written
policy, one must refer to persons in positions of authority. Thus, without written policy, arbitrary and capricious judgments may "legitimately"
be made by persons in authority positions.
Another way to look at policy is to determine the level of one
policy in regard to other levels of a hierarchy, ultimately to the highest
According to Dale Mann (1975):
level.
In a sense it is possible to see policy issues as a middle
stratum; above policy problems are macro-societal problems
and below policy problems are operational ones. Thus,
[policies1 are not concerned with the day-to-day tasks of
managing a classroom, operating school buildings, or administering a district. To the extent that these latter
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activities are concerned with tactical details, administrative
routines, the nuts and bolts of housekeeping management, they
will be below the threshhold defined as "policy" here.
Thus, policies can be viewed as a means of transaction between macroeducasocietal problems and operational ones. The policies of vocational
problems
links
going
from
macro-societal
tion would be formal, authoritative
problems.
through vocational education to operational

How
So, what policies are there for vocational educators to follow?
for
and,
thereare vocational educators to know what they are responsible
is
fore, what they are not responsible for? The answer to this question
level, he
Rationally,
when
one
evaluates
policy
at
one
the issue at hand.
policies
should also be able to compare how well this policy fits into the
and
Ideally,
all
levels
of
policy
are
congruent,
at the highest level.
fit"
with
policies
of
one can evaluate a policy based on its "goodness of
other levels.

Other means of policy evaluation do exist. According to the National
Advisory Council on the Education of Disadvantaged Children (1976), the
following are
than
requirements of effective evaluation that are policy level rather
merely performance level:
1.

2.

3.

The evaluation must test the program's basic assumptions. No
evaluation of a policy level order can be judged effective
unless constructed around a test of the assumptions behind
the interventions a law mandates. It is the task of evaluation to test assumptions about what works and why. It should
help identify correct assumptions [underlining added). So,
evaluation design must produce an organized analysis to produce the data from which can be extrapolated quantitative and
qualitative insights, validating, refuting, or modifying-the
operative set of assumptions behind law and practice.
Evaluation must proceed from clear definition of the problem
addressed and the program intervention made. Definition is
that what is being
vital. Lacking it, one cannot be certain
measured is in fact the res onse to the ori inal roblem
[underlining added]. It might merely be the program rationale
which, like a protective coat, keeps many programs "warm" even
One also cannot be
after well-dis-ancing original purposes.
sure, lacking clear definition, that the measurements which
evaluation arrives at really relate to or provide relevant
feedback in terms of Congressional intent, or represent significant insights.
Everyone who is key must want the evaluation and work at making
it work, whether Congressional Committee(s), 01.1B, OE/HEW or
/NIE, or local level education administrators.
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4.

Regrettably, there can be no objective, meaningful evaluation of education cost effectiveness, because there is no
accurately testable correlation between expellditures to
produce the intervention and ps,Jgram implementation, program outcome or performance and, finally, program impact.

Unfortunately, vocational ed.lce:ors have few levels of policy to use as
criteria for judging "goodness of fit" of their own policies. There is a
dearth of both local and State Board policies. Perhas even more importantly, there is no national policy for vocational education which could be used
by evaluators as a reference poinL or as a criterim, for evaluative purposes.

According to the National Advisory Council on Vocational Education (1976),
All vocational education's changes have taken place as a
random response to circumstancesnot as the orderly implementation of a comprehensive national policy for vocational education.

The consequences of the lack of a national policy for vocational education are becoming more and more severe. It has
meant that the scope of responsibilities of the vocational
education establishment has never been clearly defined. . .
It has meant that vocational education is exceptionally
vulnerable to attack from its critics--not because it is in
effective, but because there is no national policy against
which its effectiveness can be measured or, in other words,
evaluated [underlining added].
Thus, while evaluation in vocational education has focused on performance, such performance is not adequately covered by policy. Policy constitutes criteria of values. In the absence of values criteria, can evaluators
of vocational education logically furnish information to decision-makers
about vocational education upon which the decision-makers can realistically
judge theyorth of vocational education? In my judgment, we cannot presently evaluate vocational education accurately, not only because of the
inadequacies in the state of the art in, and use of, evaluative techniques,
but also, and more importantly, Lecause we have no top level, no national
policy context, within which to put any evaluation of vocational education.
I urge all to read the report of the National Advisory Council on Vocational Education entitled "A Call for a National Policy on Vocational
Education." As you continue learning to evaluate, learn not only how to
evaluate performance, but also tc evaluate one of the controlling mechanisms
of authority--the rarticular con'zrolling mechanism called policy.
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